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Garden Spot
THE GARDEN & GREEN HOUSE

Gardening will provide many benefits to The Light Community. Produce raised on the homestead will be used by for
personal food, The Lord’s Café ministry, and sold in the market. In addition to all the uses, gardening will instill work
ethics in residence by teaching responsibility.
Gardening on a larger, sustainable scale will require farming equipment and resources. Tractors will be used not only in
the gardening areas but will also help to maintain the pasture fields. The Light Community has thirteen acres to
maintain. Hand tools will need to readily available for residence to work in the gardening boxes. Composting bins
provide a way to return byproducts back into nature for healthy gardening benefits. Greenhouses will extend the
growing seasons.
Slothfulness casts into a deep sleep, and an idle person will suffer hunger. Proverbs 19:15

COMPOST BINS

FARM EQUIPMENT

Handmade
CRAFTING/ QUILTING/BASKET MAKING

The homestead life at The Light Community will include an opportunity for residence to learn Appalachian hand-made
crafting. These items can be used by the artisan or sold for profit. Local artisans will teach the skills needed to be
successful in these areas. Once residences learn the skills, they can teach others. Relationships building is another
benefit to residence using the Crafting Cabin.

BLACKSMITH SHOP
Forging metal in the Blacksmith Shop will teach a
skill that will produce a sellable product. The
Blacksmith Shop will be a self-sustainable
opportunity for residence to work with their
hands to produce a product.

Livestock
GOATS, CHICKENS, PIGS, & COWS
Raising goats will provide many benefits. A well-organized goat barn will help produce many products that can be
consumed and sold. Goats milk provides a product that has many uses and benefits. Goats milk can be used to make
soap that are more beneficial than store bought soap. The benefits will help individuals with dry skin, sensitive skin or
other conditions. Goats also provide a source of food, both milk, cheese, and meat.
Chickens will be raised primarily for egg production. Eggs will be available for the residence to eat and access eggs will
be sold at the market. Farm raised eggs bring higher prices than store bought eggs. The chicken coops will also provide a
way for the chicken population to be self-sustaining.
Pigs are a great source of meat. A pig population is easy to maintain. Pigs also will be used for meat very quickly. Pork
will be used for the residents and The Lord’s Café ministry.
The Dexter cow breed provides homesteaders with three uses – dairy, beef and draft. As a dairy cow breed, Dexters can
provide up to three gallons of milk per day. The beef is lean, tender and tasty, but the work you get from this cattle
breed is what sets it apart from the rest. Dexters are serious pullers that can pull a plow, wagon or logs.
Our goal for all the livestock is to help make The Light Community a sustainable homestead providing much of the
needed food for the residence. In addition, working with livestock allows job skills and a sense of pride to be established.
Having a variety of livestock will provide many choices for the residence to eat healthy.

Equine Therapy
HORSES & DONKEYS
Working with horses and donkeys is a proven means of therapy for many. Taking the responsibility to care for an animal
teaches the necessity of completing a task. Also, fear can be conquered as residence begin to work with the animals.
When residence learn to face this fear, many other areas of their life can be focused on. Trust between the caregiver
and the animal is also essential. It has been said the best thing about a horse is your secrets are safe. Additional income
can also come from this area of the homestead by expanding into horseback riding or riding lessons.

Hay & Tack Area Facilities

Honeybees

Producing honey is a great source for creating a self-sustainable food source for the residence at The Light Community.
Honey can also be sold at the market. There are many medical benefits to eating honey versus other sweeteners. Once
the initial investment is made to start the beehives, this will quickly be an avenue for profit for The Light Community.

